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Abstract. The present study investigates a statistical ap-
proach for the downscaling of climate simulations focus-
ing on those meteorological parameters most commonly re-
quired as input for climate change impact models (tempera-
ture, precipitation, air humidity and wind speed), including
the option to correct biases in the climate model simulations.
The approach is evaluated by the utilization of a hydrome-
teorological model chain consisting of (i) the regional cli-
mate model MM5 (driven by reanalysis data at the bound-
aries of the model domain), (ii) the downscaling and model
interface SCALMET, and (iii) the physically based hydro-
logical model PROMET. The results of different hydrolog-
ical model runs set up for the historical period 1971–2000
are compared to discharge recordings at the gauge of the Up-
per Danube Watershed (Central Europe) on a daily time ba-
sis. To avoid “in-sample” evaluation, a cross-validation ap-
proach is followed splitting the period in two halves of 15 yr.
While one half is utilized to derive the downscaling func-
tions based on spatially distributed observations (e.g. 1971–
1985), the other is used for the application of the downscal-
ing functions within the hydrometeorological model chain
(e.g. 1986–2000). By alternately using both parts for the gen-
eration and the application of the downscaling functions, dis-
charge simulations are generated for the whole period 1971–
2000. The comparison of discharge simulations and observa-
tions reveals that the presented approaches allow for a more
accurate simulation of discharge in the catchment of the Up-
per Danube Watershed and the considered gauge at the out-
let in Achleiten. The correction for subgrid-scale variability
is shown to reduce biases in simulated discharge compared
to the utilization of bilinear interpolation. Further enhance-
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ments in model performance could be achieved by a correc-
tion of biases in the RCM data within the downscaling pro-
cess. These findings apply to the cross-validation experiment
as well as to an “in-sample” application, where the whole pe-
riod 1971–2000 is used for the generation and the application
of the downscaling functions. Although the presented down-
scaling approach strongly improves the performance of the
hydrological model, deviations from the observed discharge
conditions persist that are not found when driving the hydro-
logical model with spatially distributed meteorological ob-
servations.

1 Introduction

Regional climate models (RCMs) have been used in a variety
of studies to refine climate simulations or coarsely resolved
(re-)analysis data from the global to the regional scale (Kot-
larski et al., 2005; Jacob et al., 2007; Pfeiffer and Zängl,
2010). The resulting regional climate information is often
utilized as input for models operating at the land surface,
e.g. snow models (Lazar and Williams, 2008) or hydrological
models (Wood et al., 2004; Marke, 2008), in many cases with
the aim to analyze climate change impacts at the land surface.
However, the dynamical downscaling of global climate sim-
ulations or datasets by means of present generation RCMs
is still computationally limited to spatial resolutions in the
order of 10× 10 km. Several techniques for a further refine-
ment of climate simulations have been proposed and applied
over the last two decades. Wilby and Wigley (1997) give an
overview of downscaling techniques, divided into four dif-
ferent basic classes: regression methods, weather pattern ap-
proaches, stochastic weather generators and so-called limited
area (i.e. regional) models. Fowler et al. (2007) follow these
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definitions in their extensive review on the performance of
different downscaling approaches in the view of hydrological
modelling. Regression methods rely on linear or non-linear
relationships between the subgrid-scale parameters (the pre-
dictands) and coarse-grid variables generated by an atmo-
spheric model (the predictors). Widmann et al. (2003) find
a good performance using precipitation itself as predictor for
the downscaling of precipitation. This, however, requires a
realistically simulated coarse-scale precipitation, a prerequi-
site that should be reasonably fulfilled by a state-of-the-art
RCM. A prerequisite for a weather pattern approach is a sys-
tematic classification of typical large-scale atmospheric (cir-
culation) patterns as subjectively pooled, for example, to a
catalogue of European “Grosswetterlagen” by Gerstengarbe
et al. (1999). These patterns are statistically related to ob-
served values of the considered meteorological variable to
give probability distribution functions that can be applied
to downscale corresponding sequences of synoptic situations
generated by a meteorological model. Statistic weather gen-
erators (e.g. Watts et al., 2004) are commonly based on first-
up to third-order Markov chains; they tend, however, to show
deficiencies in building physically realistic and consistent
data under changing climate conditions.

As the computational demand of RCMs is quite substan-
tial, a further dynamical refinement of RCM output with an
additional, subsequent RCM simulation to a horizontal reso-
lution at the order of∼1 km is not feasible on climatological
time scales, at least with today’s resources. Most statistical
methods are comparatively inexpensive in terms of compu-
tational resources what can be a major practical advantage
in many applications. However, the preparation and analy-
sis of empirical data, such as pattern analysis, required by
some statistical methods, can be quite intricate and complex.
Many statistical or empirical methods, due to their very de-
sign, only produce data valid in a climatological sense. It is
most desirable, however, to devise downscaling approaches
that allow for applications and comparison to observations
on a daily time basis, particularly in hydrological studies.

Beside the scale mismatch in the spatial resolutions of
RCMs and impact models, the application of RCM data in
climate change impact studies is often hampered by biases
in the simulations quantified by a comparison of RCM data
to measured values (e.g. biases in simulated temperature and
precipitation). Kotlarski et al. (2005) have compared sim-
ulations conducted with a large set of RCMs to different
observation-based datasets for the area of Germany on a
monthly time basis. Their studies reveal biases that largely
depend on the chosen RCM, the geographical region and the
observation-based meteorological reference data.

Many studies have been carried out in the past in order
to analyze biases in RCM simulations (e.g. Kotlarski et al.,
2005; Jacob et al., 2007; Pfeiffer and Zängl, 2010) or the
performance of downscaling techniques, mainly with focus
on highly resolved spatial distributions of temperature and
precipitation on a daily basis (e.g. Leung et al., 2003; Früh

et al., 2006). However, existing studies often concentrate on
the meteorological analysis of downscaling efficiency and do
not consider their implications on the results of models oper-
ating at the land surface. The current study aims at increas-
ing the potential of RCM simulations in climate change im-
pact analysis by the development of simple and pragmatic
downscaling techniques that are applicable for a range of
meteorological parameters required for impact modeling. A
downscaling method is designed and evaluated that is to be
implemented in a most straightforward manner while being
extremely effective in terms of computational costs. This
should allow for its “online” use in complex climate im-
pact model compounds, such as developed within the project
GLOWA-Danube (www.glowa-danube.de). Here, downscal-
ing approaches are required that can be applied to translate
between the scale of RCMs (grid size≥10 km) and land
surface models (grid size = 1 km) on an hourly time basis.
As climate change impact models should avoid calibration,
biases in the meteorological input (in terms of deviations
from observations) severely affect the accuracy of the im-
pact models. Hence, downscaling methods not only need to
be computationally efficient to allow long term simulations
over decades to centuries, but need to be in line with the high
demands of physically based process models on the quality
of the meteorological input. The methods evaluated in this
study are based on a pragmatic downscaling approach for
precipitation developed by Früh et al. (2006). Furthermore,
an approach is investigated that allows the correction of bi-
ases in various meteorological parameters within the down-
scaling process. Both, the meteorological simulations used in
our study, as well as the statistical downscaling applied, have
been meteorologically evaluated in different studies in the
past (e.g. Fr̈uh et al., 2007; Schipper et al., 2010). Our study
focuses on a hydrological evaluation of the presented down-
scaling approaches. A hydrometeorological model chain is
set up for the period 1971–2000 in order to analyze the ef-
fect of downscaling on river runoff simulations in the Upper
Danube Watershed (Central Europe). It is composed of (i)
the regional climate model MM5 (Grell et al., 1994) which
is driven by ERA40 reanalysis data (Uppala et al., 2005) at
its lateral boundaries, (ii) the downscaling and model inter-
face SCALMET (Marke, 2008), and (iii) the process-based
distributed hydrological model PROMET (Mauser and Bach,
2009). The hydrological model has high demands with re-
spect to the meteorological input data. It requires high tem-
poral (1 h) and spatial resolution (1 km) as well as a total
number of seven meteorological parameters (precipitation,
temperature, wind speed, air humidity, incoming shortwave
and longwave radiation, surface pressure) for the process de-
scription at the land surface. The results of the hydrological
model are evaluated on a daily time basis by comparing the
discharge simulated for the outlet of the Upper Danube Wa-
tershed at Achleiten to discharge recordings.
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Fig. 1. The Upper Danube Watershed.

2 Study site

The current study has been conducted in the Upper Danube
River Basin, a mountainous watershed situated in Central
Europe, covering an area of 76 653 km2 and territories in
southern Germany, Austria, Switzerland, the Czech Repub-
lic and Italy (Fig. 1). The complex topography is charac-
terized by a large gradient of altitude reaching from 287 m
a.m.s.l. at the discharge gauge of the watershed at Achleiten
up to 4049 m a.m.s.l. at Piz Bernina in the Alpine head-
waters. This altitudinal gradient leads to strong meteoro-
logical gradients. Annual precipitation ranges from 550 to
>2000 mm, annual mean temperatures from –4.8 to 9◦C,
evapotranspiration from 100 to 700 mm per yr and the result-
ing annual discharge from 150 to 1750 mm per yr (Mauser
and Bach, 2009). The majority of the Upper Danube’s trib-
utaries emerge in higher altitudes of the Alps and cross the
lowlands towards the north in advance of their confluence
with the Danube. The Danube leaves the watershed in a west
to east direction in the northern part of the basin at the gauge
in Achleiten (near Passau).

3 Methods

3.1 Models

The hydrometeorological model chain used in the current
study is composed of four coupled components (see Fig. 2).
The ERA40 reanalysis (Uppala et al., 2005) supplies the
global meteorological data that are dynamically downscaled
to a spatial resolution of 45× 45 km by the Pennsylvania
State University/National Center for Atmospheric Research
Mesoscale Model MM5 (release 3.7.3) (Grell et al., 1994).
MM5 has been set up for an area of about 3000× 3500 km
in the current study. Covering most of the European con-
tinent (see Fig. 3), the size of the model domain allows to
capture all relevant synoptic-scale phenomena governing the
climate in our region of interest. The optimal configuration
of MM5 with focus on an accurate simulation of precipitation
in southern Germany and the northern Alps, has been iden-
tified by Pfeiffer and Z̈angl (2010) on the basis of a ten year
simulation of the 1990s driven with ERA40 data. In the cur-
rent setup, atmospheric processes are described for 29 verti-
cal layers with level intervals increasing from the boundary
layer to the higher atmosphere up to a top lid pressure of
100 hPa.
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Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the hydrometeorological model chain.

1000 km

Fig. 3. Model domain and model topography of the regional climate
model MM5 (for this illustration topography is interpolated from
45× 45 km spatial resolution).

The dynamical downscaling by MM5 is followed by a sta-
tistical downscaling performed within the model coupler and
scaling tool SCALMET (Marke, 2008). SCALMET has been
designed in the framework of the GLOWA-Danube project to
allow for the analysis of climate change impacts on the wa-
ter balance of the Upper Danube Watershed by performing a
synchronized exchange of energy and water fluxes between
meteorological and land surface models. As the downscal-
ing in SCALMET is carried out during the runtime of the
model system, the complexity of the applied downscaling
techniques is strongly limited. In our study the coupler ap-
plies statistical downscaling functions with and without bias
correction to translate from the RCM scale (45× 45 km) to
the scale of the hydrological simulations (1× 1 km). Hydro-
logical modelling is carried out with the distributed, phys-
ically based hydrological model PROMET (Processes of
Radiation, Mass and Energy Transfer) (Mauser and Bach,
2009). PROMET was initially designed by Mauser and

Scḧadlich (1998) as a SVAT-type evapotranspiration model
that has been applied at different spatial scales ranging from
single field scale to mesoscale watersheds (100 000 km2)
and under a variety of climatological conditions (Bach et
al., 2003; Strasser and Mauser, 2001; Ludwig and Mauser,
2000). Details on the hydrological model PROMET, the dif-
ferent model components and model validation can be found
in Mauser and Bach (2009).

3.2 Downscaling approach

The two statistical downscaling approaches applied to correct
for subgrid-scale variability and bias have both initially been
developed for the downscaling of precipitation in a complex,
Alpine terrain (Fr̈uh et al., 2006). The general concepts of
the approaches, however, should be applicable for the down-
scaling of temperature, wind speed and air humidity as well.
The approach is based on the application of a downscaling
function for every month of the year and is described in de-
tail in the following paragraphs. To clearly distinguish be-
tween the participating grid resolutions, the coarse RCM grid
(45× 45 km) is referred to by capital letters, whereas the fine
resolution of the hydrological model (1× 1 km) is referred to
by small letters.

In a first step, the subgrid-scale variability is estimated
with respect to the RCM grid for a given meteorological
parameter and a given month of the year on the basis of
a high resolution observed climatology xobs(m), where x
stands for the meteorological parameter and m for the con-
sidered month. The term “subgrid-scale variability”’ as used
in this paper is related to the spatial variability of a given me-
teorological parameter within the area covered by a coarse
grid cell (here 45× 45 km) and not to temporal variability.
The high resolution climatology used here covers the period
1971–2000 and is generated by the meteorological prepro-
cessor in the hydrological model PROMET as described in
detail by Mauser and Bach (2009). In this model compo-
nent, spatial distributions of temperature, precipitation, hu-
midity and wind speed are generated by making use of exist-
ing parameter-elevation dependencies, an approach applied
and validated in a number of studies in the past (e.g. Cos-
grove et al., 2003; Liston and Elder, 2006). In PROMET,
a parameter-elevation function is derived from the station
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recordings via linear regression and is then applied to the
pixel heights of a digital elevation model. This step is fol-
lowed by an inverse distance weighted interpolation of the
residuals at the station locations. Wege (1998) and Hank et
al. (2007) have cross-validated this approach by comparing
interpolated and observed values at selected station locations
in the Upper Danube Watershed. Both authors come to the
conclusion that the regression-based method allows to accu-
rately reproduce the meteorological conditions at the stations
for the individual time periods considered. As precipitation
distributions are characterized by complex patterns that are
induced by luff-lee effects and orographic lifting at the north-
ern rim of the Alps, daily correction factors are applied that
have been generated by using the Parameter-elevation Re-
gression on Independent Slope Model (PRISM) (Daly et al.,
1994) on the basis of a 10-yr analysis of over 2000 rainfall
gauges.

For the generation of the downscaling functions applied
in this paper, the mean monthly patterns generated from
hourly maps of meterological parameters as derived by the
PROMET preprocessor are aggregated from 1× 1 km to the
grid structure and spatial resolution of the RCM. The upscal-
ing to the RCM grid resolution is done by calculating the
area weighted mean of all high resolution grid cellsxobs(m)
that are completely or partially within the respective coarse
resolution cellXobs(m).

The coarse grid cellsXobs(m) are subsequently bilinearly
interpolated to generate the high resolution grid. The individ-
ual cells of the resulting grid are denoted here asxobs bil(m).

A downscaling functionFvari(m) is finally calculated as:

Fvari(m) = xobs(m)/xobs bil(m) (1)

Applying this statistical downscaling approach for the
remapping of RCM data considers the subgrid-scale variabil-
ity of a given meteorological parameter while the mass and
energy budgets imposed by the RCM simulationsXsim(h) are
conserved for each hourly output-time step h. Please note
that this conservation of mass and energy applies to the area
of the RCM grid cells and not necessarily to the area of the
considered catchment. The approach is referred to by the ab-
breviation vari in the course of this study.

As biases in terms of deviations from observed climato-
logical conditions exist in simulations of present-generation
RCMs, the quality of physically based hydrological simu-
lations is expected to be compromised by an application of
uncorrected RCM simulations as meteorological input. Stud-
ies by Kotlarski et al. (2005) focusing on the area of Ger-
many have revealed deviations between RCM simulations
and observation-based meteorological data of up to 2◦C for
mean annual temperature and of more than 50 % for mean
annual precipitation. Note, however, that the quality of the
station recordings and their processing also need to be taken
into account (Hagemann et al., 2001; Kotlarski et al., 2005;
Pfeiffer and Z̈angl, 2010). As recordings in Alpine areas
are predominantly taken in valleys rather than on mountain

ridges, simple areal averages can be expected to be system-
atically biased and correction algorithms involve substantial
uncertainty (Pfeiffer and Z̈angl, 2010). Furthermore, precip-
itation recordings suffer from a wind-induced underestima-
tion of solid precipitation, especially in mountainous terrain
(Sevruk, 1985). In our case, none of the systematic errors
described above have been corrected prior to an application
of the data.

Not all biases in RCM simulations can be compensated for
by the consideration of subgrid-scale variability and the re-
lated redistribution of mass and energy within a given RCM
grid box. Fr̈uh et al. (2006) show that RCMs often fail to
accurately simulate the complex precipitation patterns in the
Alps, which are characterized by precipitation maxima at the
northern and southern rim of the Alps, whereas the inner
Alpine valleys are comparatively dry (Frei and Schär, 1998).
As shown by Wilby et al. (2000) and Marke (2008) the sensi-
tivity of hydrological models to biases in climate simulations
is particularly severe in Alpine watersheds, where the sea-
sonal storage of water in the snowpack controls to a large
degree the discharge at the outlet of the watersheds.

To correct RCM simulations beyond the scope of a redis-
tribution of mass and energy within a given climate model
grid box, a further processing step has been developed and
integrated into SCALMET. Following Murphy (1999) and
Früh et al. (2006) an empirical adjustment of RCM data
based on local climate statistics is carried out by calculating
a bias correctionFbias(m) in form of:

Fbias(m) = xobs bil(m)/xsim bil(m) (2)

wherexobs bil(m) are the aggregated monthly observations
for the period 1971–2000 and xsim bil(m) are the mean
monthly simulation results for the period 1971–2000, both
bilinearly interpolated from the coarse to the fine grid.
Combining the terms for the consideration of subgrid-
scale variability and bias correction a downscaling function
Fvari&bias(m) is calculated as:

Fvari&bias(m) = Fvari(m) ·Fbias(m) (3)

This downscaling function leads to a redistribution of the me-
teorological parameter considered at the catchment scale de-
liberately accepting a possible “breach” of the mass and en-
ergy budget. It is referred to by the abbreviation vari&bias in
the following.

The functionsFvari(m) andFvari&bias(m) as derived under
(1) and (3) are calculated for the parameters precipitation,
wind speed and humidity in advance of the coupled model
runs and then are used within the downscaling process in
SCALMET to multiply the bilinearly interpolated RCM sim-
ulations xsim bil(h) at each hourly time step h. As relative
humidity is a function of air water content and air tempera-
ture, the remapping of humidity is carried out on the basis of
absolute air humidity. The downscaled absolute humidity is
later converted to relative humidity making use of the down-
scaled air temperature. Thereby, quality checks are carried
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Fig. 4. Downscaling function for the correction for subgrid-scale variability (vari, 1× 1 km) in MM5-simulated temperature (45× 45 km)
for January (left) and function for a combined correction for subgrid-scale variability and bias (vari&bias) in MM5-simulated temperature
(ERA40 forcings) for January (right) as derived from meteorological observations and simulations for the period 1971–2000.

Fig. 5. Downscaling function for the correction for subgrid-scale variability (vari, 1× 1 km) in MM5-simulated precipitation (45× 45 km)
for January (left) and function for a combined correction for subgrid-scale variability and bias (vari&bias) in MM5-simulated precipitation
(ERA40 forcings) for January (right) as derived from meteorological observations and simulations for the period 1971–2000.

out in order to eliminate unrealistic values in the remapping
results (relative humidity values above 100 % are reduced to
100 %).

The downscaling of temperature follows a very similar
approach, with the difference that the multiplicative correc-
tion is substituted by an additive correction term. This cor-
responds more appropriately to the nature of the system-
atic (i.e. first-order linear) relation between temperature and
terrain elevation. To derive the corresponding downscal-
ing function, the multiplication and division in Eqs. (1)–(3)
is simply replaced by addition and subtraction respectively.
While such additive correction would be feasible for the

downscaling of most meteorological parameters, a multi-
plicative correction circumvents the generation of negative
values in case of precipitation on the one hand, and avoids
the production of precipitation in those cases where the RCM
simulates dry conditions on the other hand. Hence, the
choice between additive and multiplicative correction has
been made taking into account the physical characteristics
and constraints of the different meteorological parameters.

Figure 4 shows the downscaling function in form of an
additive correction for subgrid-scale variability (left) and a
combined correction for subgrid-scale variability and bias
(right) of MM5-simulated temperature (ERA40 forcings)
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Fig. 6. Simulated versus observed daily discharge according to hydrological simulations driven by(a) meteorological observations,(b) bilin-
early interpolated MM5 simulations (bil),(c) downscaled MM5 simulations (vari) and(d) downscaled and bias corrected MM5 simulations
(vari&bias) 1972–2000. The MM5 simulations are driven with ERA40 reanalysis data, the discharge simulations for the downscaling ap-
proaches vari and vari&bias have been conducted in two separate model runs (cross-validation) to avoid “in-sample” evaluation.

exemplarily for January. This month is characterized by a
rather large correction of the temperature simulations for the
Upper Danube Watershed due to a mean overestimation in
the MM5 simulations of +0.8◦C. As illustrated, the com-
bined correction for subgrid-scale variability and bias, com-
pared to the correction for subgrid-scale variability alone,
significantly reduces the simulated temperature in large parts
of the Alpine foreland, whereas temperatures in the southern
part of the Alps slightly increase. Both approaches induce
altitudinal gradients in the remapping results by increasing
temperatures in the Alpine valleys and reducing temperatures
in the higher elevated parts of the Alps. In case of hydrolog-
ical applications, particularly the simulation of snow water
storage can be expected to benefit from this more realistic
description of temperature distributions in the catchment.

The downscaling factors for the remapping of precipita-
tion are shown in Fig. 5, again exemplarily for January. The
factors for a correction for subgrid-scale variability (left) and
those for a combined correction for subgrid-scale variability
and bias (right) are characterized by similar correction pat-

terns, increasing precipitation in higher altitudes and at the
northern rim of the Alps and reducing simulated precipita-
tion in the lower elevations of the inner Alpine valleys. Other
than vari, vari&bias corrects the comparatively small overes-
timation of precipitation in the MM5 simulations for January
(+12 mm) by reducing precipitation at the catchment scale.

The spatial statistics resulting from a remapping of
ERA40-driven MM5 simulations by utilization of the differ-
ent downscaling approaches are summarized for the mean
conditions in the Upper Danube Watershed (1971–2000) in
Table 1. For all meteorological variables a shift of minimum
and maximum values towards lower and higher values re-
spectively can be observed when comparing the downscal-
ing approaches vari and vari&bias to a bilinear interpola-
tion (bil). The standard deviation (StdDev) further proves
that spatial variability is increased by an application of vari
and vari&bias in case of all meteorological parameters con-
sidered. While mean values are mostly identical in case
of bil and vari (small deviations occur as the conservation
of mass and energy using vari applies to the RCM pixel

www.geosci-model-dev.net/4/759/2011/ Geosci. Model Dev., 4, 759–770, 2011
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Table 1. Spatial statistics of the downscaled ERA40-driven MM5 simulations (1× 1 km) for the Upper Danube Watershed derived from
mean values of the period 1971–2000. The abbreviations represent the mean value (Mean), the minimum value (Min), the maximum value
(Max) and the standard deviation (StdDev).

Parameter Downscaling Mean Min Max StdDev

Temperature [K]
bil 279.8 272.5 281.9 2.3
vari 279.7 267.1 282.3 2.8
vari&bias 279.7 267.9 282.6 2.4

Precipitation [mm]
bil 1137.1 775.7 1720.8 236.1
vari 1129.7 679.0 2499.6 295.1
vari&bias 1044.0 613.6 2601.6 333.1

Air humidity [%]
bil 84.6 81.7 87.0 1.2
vari 84.6 58.2 92.7 3.3
vari&bias 81.6 56.8 92.2 3.3

Wind speed [m s−1]
bil 3.8 3.1 4.7 0.3
vari 3.8 1.1 11.2 0.7
vari&bias 2.6 0.8 7.5 0.6

areas and not necessarily to the catchment area) vari&bias
reduces/increases the mean value depending on the biases
in the RCM simulations. This effect is particularly distinct
in case of precipitation, where the overestimation in MM5-
simulated precipitation is corrected by a reduction of area
mean precipitation to 1044 mm. While small biases in simu-
lated temperature exist on a monthly basis that are corrected
using the approach vari&bias, annual mean temperatures in
the Upper Danube Watershed are almost identical according
to the results of all downscaling approaches applied.

For the hydrological evaluation of the presented down-
scaling approaches, the statistical downscaling of vari and
vari&bias is combined with a physically based approach used
for the downscaling of surface pressure, which is also re-
quired as input for the hydrological model. The method is
based on the hydrostatic approximation and ideal gas law,
it’s application for the remapping from coarse to fine grids is
described in detail by Cosgrove et al. (2003). As recordings
of incoming longwave and shortwave radiation are scarcely
available, no statistical downscaling is carried out for these
meteorological parameters. Instead, these parameters are bi-
linearly interpolated to the fine grid in case of all coupled
model runs presented in this paper.

4 Results

The simulation results of the hydrometeorological model
chain achieved with application of the statistical downscal-
ing functions vari and vari&bias are shown in Fig. 6 to-
gether with the results obtained by using bilinearly inter-
polated MM5 simulations as well as meteorological obser-
vations as meteorological drivers for PROMET. The period
1971–2000 has been splitted into two 15-yr periods to eval-

uate the downscaling functions “out-of-sample”. While one
half is used for the generation of the downscaling functions,
the other is used for their application in the hydrometeoro-
logical model chain. Hydrological simulations for the whole
period 1971–2000 have been achieved by alternately using
both 15-yr periods for the generation and the application of
the downscaling functions. For each 15-yr period a spin-up
time of 1 yr has been provided to the hydrological model.
In combination with the fact that the MM5 data required as
meteorological input has been generated only for the time
period 1971–2000, this spin-up time reduces the time period
considered in the subsequent hydrological evaluation to the
years 1972–2000.

As Fig. 6a unfolds, PROMET driven by meteorological
observations simulates daily discharge at gauge Achleiten
with very good accuracy. The two effeciency criteria con-
sidered in this evaluation are the coefficient of determination
(R2), as well as the Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency (NSME)
(Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970). NSME is defined as one mi-
nus the sum of the absolute squared differences between the
predicted values (here: simulated discharge volumes Qsim)

and the observed values (here: observed discharge volumes
Qobs), normalized by the variance of the observed values:

NSME= 1−

n∑
i=1

(
Qi

obs−Qi
sim

)2

n∑
i=1

(
Qi

obs−Qobs
)2

(4)

It takes values ranging from 1 (perfect fit) to−∞, with a
NSME of < 0 indicating that the mean value of the obser-
vations is a better predictor than the model. Both efficiency
criteria with values of 0.81 and 0.75 forR2 and NSME re-
spectively, justify the conclusion that PROMET is capable
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Table 2. Performance of the hydrological model PROMET using ERA40-driven MM5 simulations in combination with different downscaling
approaches as meteorological input. The two model setups represent the cross-validation experiment (two separate model runs: (i) 1971–
1985, (ii) 1986–2000) and the “in-sample” application of the downscaling approaches (one model run: 1971–2000). All statistical criteria
have been calculated on the basis of the daily discharge conditions 1972–2000 to provide the hydrological model a spin-up time of one year.

Model setup Downscaling NSME R2 Slope Intercept

Combined results of two separate model runs (cross-validation): bil –0.04 0.47 0.89 382.17
(i) Hydrological simulations 1971–1985
(downscaling functions derived from meteorological data vari 0.20 0.54 0.89 356.17
1986–2000)
(ii) Hydrological simulations 1986–2000 vari&bias 0.44 0.53 0.74 371.24
(downscaling functions derived from meteorological data
1971–1985)

Results of one continuous model run 1971–2000 bil –0.04 0.47 0.89 382.17
(downscaling functions derived from meteorological data vari 0.20 0.54 0.89 356.74
1971–2000) vari&bias 0.42 0.51 0.74 376.14

of simulating daily water fluxes in the watershed with only
small biases over a climatological period of time.

Figure 6b shows the results obtained when using bilin-
early interpolated MM5 simulations to run PROMET.R2

with 0.47 is significantly lower than that of the observation-
driven model run. The value of NSME with−0.04 even
indicates that the mean value of all discharge observations
would have been a better predictor than the model system.
The correction for subgrid-scale variability (vari) improves
the quality of the hydrological simulations and leads to an
R2 of 0.54 and a NSME of 0.2. The additional correction
of biases in the RCM simulations slightly reduces the value
of R2 to 0.53, but the NSME of 0.44 indicates an enhanced
accuracy in simulated discharge. This can be explained by
the fact thatR2 merely considers the covariance of discharge
observations and simulations but not the difference between
the observed and predicted discharge volumes. As a result,
R2 can take high values even if the performance in terms of
an exact reproduction of discharge volumes is poor.

As the Fig. 6c, d further show, the number of outliers,
in particular those with extremely high values of simulated
discharge, is strongly reduced in case of vari and vari&bias.
These circumstances suggest that the applied multiplicative
correction of RCM-simulated precipitation does not nega-
tively affect the simulation of discharge extremes. To fur-
ther investigate into this assumption, observed and simu-
lated daily discharge have been divided into discharge classes
with a class width of 300 m3 s−1 (see Fig. 7). As the bar
plot shows, the downscaling approaches bil andvari lead to
an underestimation of discharge volumes between 600 and
1800 m3 s−1 that is followed by an overestimation of vol-
umes>1800 m3 s−1. This overestimation of discharge in
higher discharge ranges can be explained by an overestima-
tion in MM5-simulated precipitation for the months of April
and May. If not corrected, this additional rainfall further in-

creases river discharge, which is already high due to signifi-
cant snow melt contributions at this time of the year. The bias
correction in the downscaling approach vari&bias strongly
reduces the deviations from observed discharge conditions
in both low and high discharge ranges. Considering mean
discharge at gauge Achleiten 1972–2000 as well as the as-
sociated standard deviation, a continous improvement can be
observed from a simple bilinear interpolation (bil) over a cor-
rection for subgrid-scale variability (vari) up to the additional
correction of biases in the RCM data (vari&bias).

Figure 8 shows the model performance for the different
downscaling approaches separately for the different months
of the year. Comparing the results of bilinear interpola-
tion (bil) to those achieved using the approaches vari and
vari&bias, both efficiency criteria reveal largest improve-
ments in simulated discharge in case of the months April and
May. As discussed earlier, discharge in the Upper Danube
Watershed during these months is largely controled by snow
melt. Hence, these improvements seem to be related to a
more accurate description of snow-hydrological processes in
PROMET, resulting from a more realistic representation of
the spatial variability of temperatures in the catchment. In
case of vari&bias, part of the observed improvements can
further be attributed to the reduction of runoff-available wa-
ter due to a correction of the overestimation found in MM5-
simulated precipitation for the months April and May.

Averaging the monthly performance over all months of the
year leads to mean values ofR2 that compare well to those
presented in Fig. 6. These findings seem particularly impor-
tant, as the seasonal variability in observed and simulated
discharge can induce a certain bias in the results of a statis-
tical analysis for the case that merely the correlation of daily
discharge over several years is considered and the seasonal
variations are not excluded from the analysis. Here, the sta-
tistical analysis in Fig. 6 seems to adequately represent the
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Fig. 7. Percentage of total discharge in different discharge ranges (class width = 300 m3 s−1) according to observations and the simulations
of the cross-validation experiment (1972–2000).

Fig. 8. Performance of the hydrological model PROMET (left:R2, right: NSME) for the different months of the year using meteorological
observations and ERA40-driven MM5 simulations in combination with different downscaling approaches as meteorological input. The
discharge simulations for the downscaling approaches vari and vari&bias have been conducted in two separate model runs (cross-validation)
to avoid “in-sample” evaluation. All statistical criteria have been calculated on the basis of the daily discharge conditions 1972–2000 to
provide the hydrological model a spin-up time of one year.

overall accurancy associated to the simulation of daily dis-
charge with no or little bias induced by seasonal variations in
simulated and observed discharge.

A comparison of the results of the cross-validation exper-
iment to the results generated in an “in-sample” model run,
where the whole 30-yr period is used for the generation and
the application of the presented downscaling techniques, is
given in Table 2. The values of the different efficiency cri-
teria as well as the parameters of the regression functions
indicate that the results of the different approaches are char-
acterized by neglectable differences. These findings suggest
that the spatial patterns in the observation-based meteorology
as well as those of the biases in the RCM data are temporally
constant in the catchment considered. As a result, the per-
formance of the downscaling techniques applied in our study
seems to be very robust and shows only little dependence
on the period utilized for the generation of the downscal-
ing functions. Despite all improvements in simulated dis-

charge, the application of the downscaling functions vari and
vari&bias did not reach the overall accuracy found in case of
the observation-driven PROMET run (see Figs. 6 and 8).

5 Conclusions

A pragmatic approach for the downscaling of RCM-
simulated precipitation, temperature, humidity and wind
speed has been investigated in the framework of this paper
in the context of hydrological modelling. The method gives
the option to (i) only correct for subgrid-scale variability and
conserve mass and energy between the model scales or (ii)
to include a bias correction into the downscaling process. As
the approach is based on multiplicative or additive correc-
tions it is computationally inexpensive and can be applied
during runtime of a coupled model system. The method has
been evaluated by comparison of daily discharge recordings
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to the simulations of a hydrometeorological model chain for
the period 1972–2000 at the gauge of the Upper Danube Wa-
tershed in Achleiten. The results of this comparison prove
that the downscaling approaches are capable of improving
the performance of the hydrological model compared to the
use of bilinearly interpolated MM5 simulations. Best results
have been achieved when a bias correction is included into
the downscaling process. The performance of the presented
methods has been separately evaluated “in-sample” and “out-
of-sample” (cross-validation). Comparing the results of these
different approaches showed very robust overall performance
and, in case of the catchment considered, only little depen-
dence on the time period applied for the generation of the
downscaling functions.

Compared to a model run using meteorological site mea-
surements instead of downscaled RCM data as input for the
hydrological model, the RCM input leads to persistent devia-
tions from the runoff measurements at Achleiten. These dif-
ferences cannot be traced back to biases in precipitation, tem-
perature, humidity and wind speed on a monthly basis. They
can only be induced by differences in the temporal dynamics
between the RCM data and the meteorological observations
(e.g. rainfall intensities), by short-term differences in the me-
teorological fields, by differences in meteorological param-
eters that are not affected by the correction of biases (short-
wave radiation, longwave radiation) or by an interaction of
different hydrometeorological parameters. Additional stud-
ies are planned for the near future to further investigate these
hypotheses. In the current model setup, part of the remaining
inaccuracies in simulated discharge can be explained by the
fact that the observation-based meteorology of the ERA40
reanalysis influences the RCM simulations only every 6 h
at the boundaries of the RCM domain. Other than in the
“weather forecasting mode”, this “climate mode” does not
include any reinitialization with observation-based data for
the whole model domain. The spatial patterns and temporal
dynamics within the RCM domain will hence never repro-
duce exactly the observed temporal evolution of the small-
scale meteorological conditions in the catchment. Further-
more, our downscaling approach developed to reproduce cli-
matological means of hydrological key variables is expected
to perform even better when validating on a monthly rather
than on a very demanding daily time basis.

The authors want to point out that the statistical downscal-
ing methods presented in this study, like most other statistical
approaches, depend on the availability of long and compre-
hensive observational data records to be used for the training
of the statistical model. While this prerequisite is reasonably
fulfilled for the Upper Danube Catchment, it is conceivable
that areas characterized by less densely available and/or less
accurate meteorological station observations might yield less
or even negative improvement by an application of the pre-
sented methodology.

As this study only considers MM5 simulations with a hor-
izontal resolution of 45× 45 km driven by the global bound-

ary conditions of the ERA40 reanalysis, further studies will
be needed to investigate the relative effects of global bound-
ary conditions, different approaches of dynamical regional-
ization and various RCM grid resolutions on the results of
impact models. A follow-up study is planned to answer these
research questions. The performance of the presented meth-
ods in basins located in other geographical regions, with dif-
ferent topographic characteristics and/or smaller catchment
size represents an interesting research question to be investi-
gated in the framework of future research activities.

The ultimate goal of our studies consists in applying the
downscaling techniques pesented here on the basis of a
present day training period to future climate scenarios as sug-
gested by the IPCC.
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